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Summary:
This paper outlines a definition and philosophy of the use of technology, especially as it
relates to Christian worship. Included is some helpful advice and an interesting
appendix.
Length: 16 pages

Technology for God’s Kingdom: An Evaluation
I. Technology: What is It and What Drives It?
Technology has been defined in many ways, and Stephen Monsma has integrated
the basic concepts from a Christian perspective to define it as: “a distinct human cultural
activity in which human beings exercise freedom and responsibility in response to God
by forming and transforming the natural creation, with the aid of tools and procedures,
for practical ends or purposes.”1 By interpreting human activity as a response to God
Monsma is reflecting the traditional view that mankind’s intellectual faculties were given
by God for them to creatively rule over His creation for His glorious purposes. This
‘forming and transforming’ is therefore part of visibly representing who the Creator is,
and is at this philosophical level a good activity that produces good results.
The fundamental belief that technology is an exercise of “responsibility” is what
Neil Postman describes as characterizing a ‘tool-using’ culture, when technology is
“subject to the jurisdiction of some binding social or religious system.”2 Postman first
plots a historical trajectory from ‘tool-using’ culture to ‘technocracy’, described as
growing out of a separation of science from theology, and then to ‘technopoly’; defined
as “the submission of all forms of cultural life to the sovereignty of technique and
technology.”3 However, though tools are no longer subordinated to the user, Graham
Ward points out that the power has shifted to the system designers, so that: “beyond the
customizing of information about the world lies the ultimate re-creation of the world
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itself, in which acts, practices, and understandings become the effects of programmed
communications.” 4
The point is that all such human activity is under girded by a set of beliefs and
values, which today is a ‘faith’ which is rooted in the Enlightenment’ s “ declared
autonomy from God.” 5 Monsma describes the result: “ In presuming that technology has
its own inner logic, its own wisdom independent of the hearts of human beings, society
has neglected to deal with the value-ladenness of technology, and has thus granted
technology a kind of autonomy.” 6 Postman adds that this “ Technopolist” believes that
what the world needs is more information, never asking what its purpose or limitations it
ought to serve.7 This foundational shift in thinking goes to the heart of how human
beings conceive of themselves because how personhood is understood is disconnected
from God as a reference point.8

II. Criteria for Evaluation: Purposes and Effects
Technology may be driven by a particular belief system, never actually being
neutral, but it must be further evaluated based on its purposes and effects. Even if one
believes that the goals must be ‘good ones’ , even God’s purposes, it is possible to step
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over the activity itself as requiring critical evaluation. Furthermore, when both the
activity and purposes appear to be good, the use of the technology may have effects on
the human mind or body which are contrary to God’ s will.
Some Ends which Sometimes Justifies Some of the Means
All would agree that technology should accomplish good ends. Even with
something as aesthetic as ‘the spectacle’ , it is appropriate to ask Tex Sample’ s question,
“ which story, or whose story, is at work?” 9 It is not always obvious. Ward suggests that
what appears to many to be an aesthetic exercise of freedom can be governed by
capitalism. He states: “ One participates in the illusions of freedom and infinity, but the
vertigo, the free fall, and the adrenaline rushes are as premeditated as the inclines, curves,
and descents on a theme-park ride.” 10
The goals of the Church should be carefully examined. Walter Wilson presents
the Church as being “ in the information business” , such that the internet is equivalent to
the tent meeting, being a vehicle to providing information.11 “ What Peter did at
Pentecost was to dispense information,” he writes.12 One wonders if that message was
merely “ information” , and whether the tent meetings had any unique relational or
spiritual dynamics.13 This purpose for which technology is enlisted seems skewed, for as
Wilson states it, “ the ultimate goal is not a church but the discovery of a deep, personal
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relationship with God” (boldface mine).14 But the goal is a Church, one which is
growing to reflect God’ s glory as His Son Jesus does.15
The Church needs to examine its goals with regard to technology, but also be
willing to evaluate which means it chooses. Are the means the right ones to achieve the
goal? If one believes that the medium is not the message, then it is possible to be blind to
faulty methods.16 Michael Slaughter believes that all mediums are “ the wineskin” , and
therefore any medium which connects with felt needs is sufficient.17 The problem with
this approach is that in designing a worship experience, the medium is designed to create
an awareness of God’ s presence. Worship is said to happen when, “ God’ s Spirit touches
human spirit” , because Jesus said that true worshippers will worship the Father in Spirit
and in truth (John 4:23-4).18 Yet that story teaches how the Samaritans believed “ because
of the word of the woman who testified” and “ because of His own word” , in contrast to
the Jews who would not believe even when they saw miracles. The question must be
asked whether a particular means is a wineskin, or an empty glass.19

The Effects of Usage
Only relatively late in the industrial era have occupational standards for health
and safety been developed and enforced, so it should not be surprising that the
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information age has yet to appreciate the hazards of its own means of operation. As
Monsma states: “ the question then is not merely what objects will be produced, but what
will be the consequences of the process by which they are produced. What effects will
technology have on the whole of life?” 20 The following section will examine how
technology may affect cognition and community.
Effects on cognition
Tex Sample asked his son why he wanted to jump out of an airplane, to which he
replied, “ It’ s not a ‘why’ question, it’ s a ‘rush’ question.” 21 Sample suggests that the
“ ratio of the senses is changing” , resulting in a search for meaning in experience.22
Hugh McDonald philosophically analyzes the problem as each technology’ s basic
requirement for attention, such that our activity becomes “ a reverse process, whereby
man becomes dependent on technology and is shaped by it.” 23 He further states that the
senses become “ habituated to a certain level of sensation,” leading to addiction.24 It has
been discovered that many people are actually addicted to being online, and psychiatrists
are suggesting that it is because dopamine is being released in the brain.25
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In Endangered Minds, Jane Healy has reviewed the research relevant to a
discussion of the effects of electronic media on the neurological development of children.
There has not been enough consistent research to be definitive about their effects, but the
findings do point towards the blocking of active mental processing and a difficulty
paying attention.26

There needs to be more research in this area, but there has been

enough to warrant a serious reconsideration of whether these effects are acceptable to the
one who created our minds to function with the full integration of senses and conceptual
processes.27
Effects on Community
“ Technology does not separate people but brings them closer together. It has
created community,” writes Wilson, a businessman from Silicon Valley.28 Maybe so, but
‘what kind of community?’ , asks Daniel Griswold. The Internet can at the same time
undermine community, he writes, “ because it subtly convinces people that fellowship and
community can be had with only as much commitment as a click of a button….It erodes
trust, and renders impossible the collective building of a shared history and a shared set
of ideals.” 29 He bases his assessment on the belief that the Church as a community
transcends volunteerism and requires living a “ constancy and patience that will not “ log
26
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off” when times are difficult and relationships are strained.” 30 In other words, there is
more to Christian community than sharing a few thoughts via email or bulletin board.
In describing what virtual communities ought to strive for, Andrew M. Lord
portrays the missional community as characterized by praise, hope, forgiveness, and
affirmation.31 Lord is attempting to affirm these as possible, yet admits, “ it is difficult to
see how virtual communities can be committed to the poor.” 32 Without offering any
means to accomplish it, Lord holds up the obvious need: “ Ways need to be found of
linking virtual communities with real-life communities, especially those of the poor and
oppressed. They also need to be linked with an experience of the Trinitarian God through
worship and Scripture.” 33 How can that which is a ‘disembodied’ word again become
flesh?
Tex Sample suggests that human bonding is still taking place, but with different
dynamics.34 The media, he explains, has so ‘encoded’ the human makeup such that
“ human “ nature” is not the same in all times and places,” and concludes that Christ’ s
incarnation today needs to match those culture-bound identities.35 This essentially
fractures the ‘Body of Christ’ into as many subcultures as exist, requiring a downbeat
church, an upbeat church, an internet church, and someday a cyborg church.36
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III. The Bi-directional Response of the Church
This discussion has often been framed as a false dichotomy, but does not need to
be. This section will explore how the Church might sail the sea without remaining adrift,
traveling both the apostolic highway and Christ’ s rocky path. Technologies will need to
be evaluated by the above-mentioned criteria, giving particular attention to which purpose
the technology is being applied.
Go! But don’t remain there.
Whether it is technologies’ purposes, means, effects, or values, the approach of a
Christian must be that of an exile, “ living by the inspiration of another cultural
dynamic…(entailing) the absolute rejection of the pretentious aim…to establish a
counter-creation.” 37 Our approach requires movement both towards and away from the
culture outside the Church.38
Finding ways to communicate Christ (as more than information) can involve
“ finding solutions that meet felt needs and effectively communicating those solutions to
persons who perceive the needs.” 39 But we can not stay there. Marva Dawn points out
that people do not really know what their true needs are, requiring us to give them “ more
than they think they want in the fullness of Christ’ s answer to their unfelt and deeper
needs.”
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It may be recognized that in an internet society, “ any response must be fast.” 41 At
the same time we recognize that we can not remain there. “ If our worship practices
create the sense that the things of God must be tightly timed, this efficiency increasingly
destroys our relationships with each other within the Body of Christ.” 42 Strategies for
engaging an internet society will clearly need to be differentiated from those which
represent the goals of mature Christian faith. This is the way to steer clear of
technophilia or technophobia. The wise course for the Church will be bi-directional, with
a faithful human-divine community going where it can intersect with those caught in the
rip-tide of a godless society.
There ought to be caution. A wise church will not choose to meet at the pub, nor
send its missionaries to the adult-only theatre to find a place of intersection. There needs
to be developed a means of accountability so that we are not traveling the cyber world
alone. What is the modern equivalent of being sent out in pairs? It furthermore ought to
be considered how the principle in Romans 14:21— not to do anything by which another
Christian stumbles— can be applied to this discussion. Recent surveys are nauseating
with the number of Christian men who are tempted while online and visit pornographic
sites, yet we do not ask ourselves how we, by our own actions, might be encouraging
them to be online.43
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Specific Technologies, Issues, and Solutions
It has been suggested that it is crucial for church leadership to discriminate
between the application of technologies for connecting with the world and their use for
connecting with God and one another. It is widely known that tradeoffs exist in
attempting to travel both of these directions at once, such as when a ‘service’ attempts to
meet the felt-needs of unbelievers and to give opportunity for worship of God. It would
seem that the crucial idea is to separate as much as possible the activities which are ‘out’
from those which are ‘in’ .44 Websites, for example, make it possible to intersect the lives
of thousands who are outside the Church, but they appear not to serve well as a substitute
for a physical gathering. Of course for a shut-in it is ‘better than nothing’ , but would they
not rather want someone to visit in person?
Wilson tells of a young adults’ pastor whose “ reach and access” has dramatically
expanded through the use of email messages, answering up to a hundred per day.45 This
is good, unless it is thought to provide the kind of intimate shepherding that can take
place through commitment and involvement in each-other’ s lives. Similarly, Wilson
reports that his pastor feels more connected with his congregation with the use of emails,
saying, “ I have more interaction with people.” 46 More than what? More than when he
sat in his office, behind the walls built by a society in pursuit of progress, out of which
people are now searching for a way out? Surely emails are not the best way for a pastor
to relate to people, yet as long as the systemic issues exist and priorities are askew, email
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will be a less-than-ideal communication form. With that said, it seems we ought to think
‘long-term’ about how the Church as a community could develop less.
This differentiation of purposes gets extremely fuzzy when we consider that
within the congregation are people of all maturity levels, and many if not most of whom
will find searching the net (or e-bible) more exciting than meditation.47 If it is conceded
that the media of electronic culture has shaped the way we think and what we pay
attention to, then each church has to acknowledge this and work with this reality even as
they move towards a mature faith. Technologies such as PowerPoint may be needed to
keep congregations engaged with some specific goals in mind.
One goal should be to unite the verbal and visual in the participant’ s mind such
that their imagination can be stimulated. The imagination is a gift of God by which "we
are able to see through sense impressions to the reality that lies behind things."48 By
speaking in the language of experience— where words derive their meaning--we can
invite their imaginations to form a new picture, reversing the apparent cognitive
dysfunction.
"The normal common ground for a whole audience is the concrete."49 The
'
concrete'is simply the world of creation, where God is still speaking in spite of people'
s
attempts to extinguish it. Oswald Chambers presented the value of inviting our senses to
see through our imagination:
47
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"The people of God in Isaiah’s day had starved their imagination by looking on the
face of idols, and Isaiah made them look up at the heavens, that is, he made them
begin to use their imagination aright....In every wind that blows, in every night and
day of the year, in every sign of the sky, in every blossoming and in every withering
of the earth, there is a real coming of God to us if we will simply use our starved
imagination to realize it."50
Just as the images can be formed by words, so the meaning of words are formed by
images. While depending on the Holy Spirit, the comprehension of truth therefore in
part depends on our minds being able to put together the Word of God and this world.
Tozer could see the challenge:
"The Bible will never be a living Book to us until we are convinced that God is
articulate in His universe. To jump from a dead, impersonal world to a dogmatic
Bible is too much for most people....He tries to think of God as mute everywhere else
and vocal only in a book....With notions like that in our heads how can we believe?"51
Unless God is in the world that people live, "how can we believe?" Tozer asks. The place
to begin in communication has to be the high-imagery language that invites the
imagination to look beyond creation at the truth of God.52 This approach is dependent
on shared experience and an awareness of what the world of the receiver looks like; to
know what language describes it, and what language can therefore describe the way they
ought to see. It depends on there being common ground between us.
It is always easier to state a simple idea in complicated terms than to put it into
practice. In addition to poetic metaphors, image-literate Bible exposition, stories, drama,
and word pictures, there are also visual and participatory assists. There is an exciting
potential to use PowerPoint to stimulate our imaginations by speaking the language of
50
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experience, juxtaposing images with the Word of God. In the final analysis, however,
nothing will substitute for intentionally sharing ‘real-life’ experiences. This shared
meaning will always intersect with God’ s creation, and therefore will always find some
intersection with the lives of the ‘partially-disembodied’ .

Conclusion
With a bi-directional orientation, the Church should consider each technology
which is being considered or in use, evaluating what beliefs support it, or what purposes,
means, and effects are supported by it. How will we live in faith as one family when
technologies have often sought to fix deeper problems? How will we comprehend and
communicate what is transcultural in a society of subcultures? What will we do when
people accept computers under their skin?53 Our direction must come from God’ s
revelation of His message, embodied in His Son and His Family. The questions will not
leave us, but it is certain that our God will give us wisdom if we sincerely seek it.54
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Appendix A: a word-picture

One morning on the coast of Maine, a dozen wet bikes can be heard buzzing
around, riding the waves; jumping the wakes of boats. By 11 o’ clock you notice that fog
has been moving in so that you can no longer see anyone out there. With GPS and map,
you get in your boat and head out of the waterway, slowly making your way through the
fog, and a few hundred yards out it lifts; the wet-bikes quickly come to jump your wake.
Cutting the engine, you wave them over and ask if anyone wants help getting to shore.
One weary young man agrees to follow, while the others seem not to care that in less than
an hour they will not even be able to see each other.
The sea is a cyber world, on which many ride their electronic devices, for play-for the rush--unaware that they are losing sight of land. The land is what is real, what is
true; the world in which our bodies live, mediated by our senses, governed by God. It is
needful that we both know where we were made to live and to leave there in pursuit of
the few who desire to return.
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